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Abstract:
Background:
Extensive  research  examined  the  development  of  both  language  and  drawing,  but  the  relationship  between  these  symbolic
representation systems is less investigated and controversial. Working memory and executive functions seem to be involved in the
acquisition of both drawing and language, but how they are involved in the relation between language and drawing is still unclear.
Objective:
This article reviews the relevant literature and, as a synthesis, outlines a set of models that future research could use to specify the
developmental relations between language, drawing, working memory, and executive functions.
Drawing and Language:
Four theoretical positions are discussed: (a) drawing and language emerge from the same general-domain symbolic resource; (b)
drawing and language as two independent systems; (c) drawing as a form of language (d) drawing influenced by language.
Executive Functions and Working Memory:
The literature on the role of executive functions and working memory in the development of either drawing or language is rather
fragmentary, but on the whole, it indicates that these domain-general cognitive resources and abilities are involved in supporting the
development of these representation systems. An ongoing controversy on the structure of executive functions in early childhood adds
further complexity to the debate on their role.
Conclusions:
A set of models is outlined that systematically embodies the different theoretical views regarding (a) executive function development
and (b) the relations of drawing development with language, executive function, and working memory. Future research can benefit
from explicit models of the causal relations between these aspects of cognitive development.
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1. INTRODUCTION
What relation is there between the early development of drawing and language? How does the overall development
of the cognitive system affect language and drawing development?
Many studies investigated the development of different representational systems, such as drawing and language, but
the relations between them have received  less  attention.  Also,  a  number  of  studies  argued  that  Working  Memory
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(WM) and Executive Functions (EF) contribute to the early development of each representational system, drawing or
language. However, it is still unclear whether the relation between language and drawing development is mediated by a
shared cognitive structure.
This article offers a selective review of the literature that considers the relationships between the development of
drawing, language, and their cognitive underpinnings. In the final section, we outline a number of alternative frame
models  that  researchers  may  use  to  specify  the  causal  relations  between  these  different  aspects  of  early  cognitive
development.
2. DRAWING AND LANGUAGE
Already in the first years of life, children are in contact with symbolic representations, and language and drawing
are among the first representational systems that develop. There is a long-standing tradition of research investigating the
early development of language [1 - 6] and drawing [7 - 10], but their relationship has received less attention.
Comparing  the  emergence  of  graphic  symbolism  and  language,  we  can  consider  that  representational  drawing
emerges  later,  around  three  years  of  age  [11  -  13],  whereas  the  first  words  appear  around  the  first  year  [14];  in
particular,  Callaghan  [11]  suggested  that  children  understand  the  symbolic  nature  of  pictures  before  being  able  to
produce them. Adamson [14] instead claimed that language comprehension starts around 9 to 10 months of age, and
language production starts around the first half of the second year.
Regarding language production, Piaget [5] argued that children can use language symbolically when they use words
to denote absent objects, substituting information in one modality (i.e. sounds) for information in a different modality
(e.g., a visually seen or tactually felt object). However, infants can produce a range of language-like sounds early in the
first  year.  Graphic  production,  in  contrast,  requires  eye-hand  coordination  and  a  fine-tuned  pincer  grasp  that  is
necessary to manipulate the tools of drawing. Both of these skills are not sufficiently refined until the second year of life
[15]; only subsequently can children produce representational drawings.
It would be desirable to consider the brain structures upon which language and drawing development rely. However,
this aspect can only be considered with great caution. First, the young child’s brain develops with great plasticity; the
process of modularization, including the modular structure of language, is far from being complete [16 - 18], and brain
lateralization  undergoes  developmental  changes  as  a  function  of  experience  and  automatization  of  processes  [19].
Second,  at  present,  it  would  be  difficult  to  use  brain  imaging  techniques  in  studies  of  drawing  tasks,  because  the
drawing activity would inevitably produce large movement artifacts; consequently, little evidence is available on the
brain structures that underlie drawing development. More evidence is available on language, however. For instance,
Friederici reported that, in ERP studies, 14-month-olds already show an enhanced N400 response when presented with
words that are incongruous with a picture, and at 19 months this effect also appears for phonotactically legal nonwords;
however, the distribution of this semantic N400 effect in young children seems to be more frontal than in adults [20].
Walton  et  al.  reported  that  phonological  awareness  was  correlated,  in  3-  to  5-year-olds,  with  diffusion  parameters
(obtained from MRI) in bilateral ventral white matter pathways and the corpus callosum. From this, they concluded that
the relationships found in the left hemisphere indicate that structural markers of language processing found in older
children and adults are already present in 3-year-olds, whereas the right hemisphere findings do not correspond with
common adults findings. They suggest that the language processing network in children is more extended than in adults,
and becomes more specialized in the course of development [21]. Rosselli et al. [22] reviewed the literature on the brain
bases of language development and concluded that, in language tasks, the brain activation undergoes a change from
bilateral in young children to unilateral in adults. “Although data point to an asymmetrical distribution of language from
birth,  lateralization  of  language  in  the  left  hemisphere  is  modified  by  experience  and  ...  greater  lateralization  of
language in the left hemisphere seems to be an index of maturation.” (p.16).
There  is  one  neuropsychological  study  of  children’s  drawing  that  could  be  related  to  these  studies  of  language
development. Stiles et al. reported that children with congenital focal injuries to the right hemisphere, by the age of 5 or
at most 6, can produce simple drawings of a house, but they rely heavily on stereotyped graphic formulae, and also
when they  grow older  they  find  it  difficult  to  alter  on  request  the  structure  of  their  graphic  productions  [23].  This
suggests that the left hemisphere could handle schematic formulae to represent graphically object categories, such as
houses; but an efficient right hemisphere would be required to be able to modify those simple graphic schemes and
enrich them with contextually relevant detail. We might suggest (given the finding discussed above that language in
preschoolers’ brains is already lateralized, at least partly, in the left hemisphere) that language representations could
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support  the  formation  of  early,  simple  graphic  schemes,  but  not  the  modification  of  those  schemes  to  produce
representations  that  go  beyond  categorical  information.
Besides considering that drawing chronologically develops after language, we must focus on the cognitive aspects
of  the  relationship  between  the  two  representational  systems.  In  the  literature,  we  can  find  four  principal  lines  of
thought: (1) drawing and language as signifying systems that emerge from the same domain-general symbolic resource;
(2) drawing and language as two different systems that develop independently of each other; (3) drawing as a form of
language (4) drawing influenced by language.
The first position reflects principally Piaget's view [5, 24] that considered drawing and language as two forms of
manifestation of a more general symbolic function, along with mental imagery and symbolic play. He argued that in the
first phase of development (sensory-motor period, until 1½ years) infants cannot evoke an absent object and there is no
real difference between signifier and signified. In the preoperational period (2-7 years) children develop the symbolic
function. In this perspective, drawing and language are two signifying systems that emerge from the same domain-
general symbolic resource starting from two years.
In  contrast,  the  second  position  reflects  Paivio’s  [25]  dual-coding  theory,  which  claims  that  visual  and  verbal
information are processed separately and along different channels so that the human mind is endowed with distinct
representations for information processed in each channel. From a different point of view, Chomsky’s [3] argument that
language development is based on a particular Language Acquisition Device is consistent with the idea of separate
development, because the specific and innate mechanisms of language development would be very different from the
mechanisms used for the development of visual imagery and motor skills.
The third line of thought sees drawing as a form of language [26 - 28]. Willats [26] argued that children initially use
their  picture  primitives  (dots,  lines,  areas)  to  represent  objects  globally;  then  they  use  such  primitives  to  construct
meaningful  basic  schemes,  and  finally  they  arrange  those  schemes  in  space,  using  syntactic  rules  of  adjacency,
projection, and occlusion. It seems that, just as children begin to speak playing with phonemes, and only later they
produce words and sentences, in the same way drawing starts with scribbling, which lays the foundations for graphic
production  [8,  13],  and  only  subsequently  children  combine  graphic  elements  to  create  more  complex  graphic
representations. Following this perspective, Cohn [26, 27] speaks of “visual lexical items” of drawing. In particular, he
argued that a “lexicon” of schematic patterns, stored in the individual’s long-term memory, is the base from which
drawings are built. These patterns have different levels of complexity, ranging from elementary “graphemes” (e.g., dots
and lines), to parts of meaningful drawings (e.g., particular patterns used to represent an eye or a hand), schematic full
drawings (e.g., a stereotypical way to draw a car or a house), and beyond that, to patterns that convey the structure of an
entire scene. Furthermore, he argued that, while simple graphemes have no correspondence to meaning, more complex
schemata are often meaningful because they correspond to concepts or spatial structures.
Finally,  and this  is  the fourth of  the positions listed above,  some studies suggested that  language can influence
drawing. In particular, Callaghan [29] found that young children (2½-3 years old) use language to mediate pictorial
symbol use, that is, the availability of verbal labels can facilitate the children performance in graphic symbolic tasks.
Similarly, Toomela [30] argued that the development of language can be seen as a mediator for the development of
drawing. A reason could be that a symbolic component of language is already present in toddlers, but symbolic graphic
production emerges subsequently around three years; thus, the development from scribbling to representational drawing
can be influenced by language that already has a symbolic component. Adi-Japha et al. [31] found that bilingualism
facilitates drawing flexibility in preschoolers, which also suggests an influence of language on drawing.
In sum, at least three out of four lines of thought suggest a relationship between drawing and language in young
children.
3. DRAWING AND LANGUAGE: COGNITIVE UNDERPINNINGS
Some  studies  have  examined  how  the  development  of  general  abilities  or  domain-general  components  of  the
cognitive system affects drawing or language. In this article, we focus on the role of executive functions and working
memory. The term “working memory” refers to the simultaneous maintenance and manipulation of information; it is not
a synonym of “short-term memory”, but points to “the small amount of information that can be held in mind and used in
the execution of cognitive tasks” [32, p.197]. The term “executive functions”, in Miyake’s [33] classical model, refers
to (a) inhibition, that is the ability to inhibit prepotent responses or misleading representations; (b) shifting, that is the
ability to switch between mental sets or rules; (c) updating,  that is the ability to monitor and update information in
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working memory. Miyake and colleagues [33] suggested the possibility that all executive functions rely to some extent
on working memory. Other models of executive function structure have been proposed, and their developmental course
is widely debated [34]. One model in particular [35] suggested that working memory and inhibition are basic attentional
resources,  and  shifting  and  updating  are  specific  processes  that  rely  on  those  resources.  In  general,  developmental
research found that working memory capacity and inhibition can be reliably distinguished at about 5 years, and that
shifting and updating skills differentiate later [34]. Space limitations prevent a detailed review of the physiological
substratum of working memory and executive functions in young children; rather, see [36 - 39]. Suffice it here to say
that the prefrontal  cortex and its  connections are heavily involved in these functions,  and that the prefrontal  cortex
undergoes long-lasting maturation with deep anatomical changes during childhood and adolescence – changes that are
related to behavioral evidence of developmental progress in executive function tasks.
3.1. Drawing, Working Memory and Executive Functions
Working memory and executive functions have a central role in cognitive development and there are several reasons
to think that these cognitive components are also important in drawing development. First, working memory capacity
constrains the degree of complexity and sophistication of children’s solutions to pictorial problems. Second, working
memory capacity sets an upper limit to performance on certain drawing tasks. Third, executive function (in particular,
inhibitory control) seems to be involved in drawing tasks that require the inhibition of information that interferes with
solving a pictorial problem or require to suppress a habitual drawing style [40, 41].
Morra  and  Panesi  [42]  argued  that  working  memory  capacity  plays  an  important  role  already  in  the  early
development from scribbling to drawing, because its growth enables the child to put together the various components
(i.e., motor, visual, spatial, semantic, symbolic skills) involved in the emergence of drawing. Other studies underlined
the importance of working memory capacity in different drawing tasks also in the preschool years, when children have
already developed a symbolic component in drawing. In particular, the increase of working memory capacity seems to
be associated to the emerging spatial organization of drawings [43] and to drawing flexibility [44].
Dennis [43] argued that working memory and the spatial organization of drawings are correlated. In particular, she
argued that children from 3 to 4½ years, typically with WM capacity of 1 unit, are able to arrange the features of objects
(e.g.,  human figure), in a global,  rule-bound, manner, so that the object is recognizable; and children from 4½ to 6
years, typically with WM capacity of 2 units, are able to spatially arrange the features of a whole set of objects into a
scene which manifests higher-order organization, indicated pictorially by a foreground (e.g., by alignment on a ground
line).
Other authors argued that also executive functions may aid the development of different drawing tasks. Riggs et al.
[41] found that, in preschoolers, inhibitory control predicts human figure drawing development, and they explained this
result in two ways: (1) inhibitory control supports drawing development by enabling children to suppress their habitual
drawing style, and thus to introduce novel skills that render a topic in a more mature and sophisticated way; (2) in
particular, the development of inhibitory control allows children to shift from nonrepresentational to representational
human figure drawing.
On neuropsychological grounds, Kibby and colleagues showed that children with ADHD, a disorder of executive
functioning, performed poorly on a clockface drawing task, and that their drawing performance correlated with a test of
executive  functioning,  the  Wisconsin  Card  Sorting  Test  [45].  Moreover,  Cohen et  al.  [46]  suggested  that  typically
developing children, until the age of 6 or 7, tend to neglect the upper-left quadrant in the clock drawing task because of
immature development of the executive functions.
Panesi and Morra [44] also found that executive functions, together with working memory, influence the ability to
modify habitual drawing schemes to draw a dog different from a human figure drawing. Working memory is decisive
because a  child must  keep activated and coordinate,  in  addition to a  habitual  scheme,  its  feature(s)  that  need to be
modified and the graphic patterns or devices that could be used to represent those modifications [40, 47]. Executive
functions are involved because a child, while drawing, must inhibit her habitual way of drawing the human figure, and
monitor the ongoing drawing process to optimize the changes in her habitual scheme [48].
3.2. Language, Working Memory and Executive Functions
The  relationships  between  language,  WM  and  EF  have  been  studied  especially  with  children  with  Specific
Language Impairment (SLI). Neuropsychological evidence suggests that some language tasks involve the activation of
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prefrontal areas also involved in executive functions [49]. Bishop, Nation, and Patterson [50] suggest three possible
models that might account for the relationship between EF and language impairments: (a) executive functions causally
influence language development (i.e., efficient attentional skills aid language learning); (b) language ability causally
influence EF development, possibly because children resort to verbal mediation while performing certain tasks that
involve EF; (c) there are no direct causal dependencies at the cognitive level between language and EF skills, but shared
genetic  risk  factors  could  account  for  the  correlation  between  these  skills  in  young  children;  for  instance,  delayed
frontal lobes development might impinge on brain areas important for EF, and on adjacent areas involved in language
processing.
For the purpose of this article, we only consider the first perspective (a) proposed by Bishop et al. [50]. Related to
this perspective, Mirman and Britt [51] suggest a deep link between EF and language. In their review of research on
lexical-semantic access deficits, they point to the possibility that EF is involved in semantic control. For instance, when
a  person  hears  a  spoken  word,  a  number  of  candidate  lexical  entries  are  activated;  word  identification  requires
modulating activation and inhibition, so that activation of the incorrect competitors is suppressed and the difference of
their activation from the correct entry is maximized.
The impact of EF on language development was considered by Im-Bolter,  Johnson, and Pascual-Leone [35].  In
particular, they considered the influence of mental attention capacity, inhibition, shifting and updating on language in
school-children with typical development and children with SLI. From this research, some relevant findings emerged:
(1)  updating  mediates  the  relationship  between  mental  attention  capacity  and  language;  (2)  inhibition  contributes
indirectly to language through its relation with mental attentional capacity.
Also,  studies  with younger  children with SLI reported their  poor performance in some cognitive measures.  For
example,  Marton  [52]  demonstrated  that  children  with  SLI  (compared  with  age-matched  controls)  show  a  higher
proportion of perseveration errors in shifting tasks, and poorer performance in working memory tasks with visuo-spatial
(i.e., non-verbal) content.
A number of studies consider the relationships between language development and cognitive processing in young
children with typical development. The most studied cognitive component in relation to language in young children
seems to be inhibition. In this regard, Ibbotson and Kearvell-White [53] found that individual differences in inhibitory
control  predict  the  differences  in  grammatical  ability.  Viterbori  et  al.  [54]  found  that  inhibitory  control  predicts
phonological accuracy, intelligibility, and syntactic and morphological abilities in young children. Cozzani et al. [55]
demonstrated that the ability to inhibit prepotent responses is associated with competence in formulating sentences.
Associations also emerged between shifting and language. Kapa and Colombo [56] found that the preschoolers who
were  better  able  to  shift  their  attention  in  the  Dimensional  Change  Card  Sort  [57]  were  more  successful  language
learners.  Viterbori et al.  [54] argued that shifting has an important role in both morphological and syntactic ability
during the third year of life.
In  sum,  although  few  studies  considered  the  joint  influence  of  WM  and  EF  on  language  in  toddlers  and
preschoolers, there is empirical support for a relation between language and each of these components of the cognitive
system in children with typical development, and for their involvement in impaired language development.
4. IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH: HYPOTHETICAL MODELS
In the previous sections, we discussed theories and empirical evidence regarding the relationship between drawing
and language, and the relation of each of these representational systems (separately considered) with domain-general
cognitive  resources  and  processes,  such  as  WM  and  EF.  We  think  that  the  time  is  ripe  for  researchers  to  aim  at
proposing and testing comprehensive models of the developmental relationships between representational systems and
with their cognitive underpinnings in young children. Based on the evidence reviewed in the previous sections, in this
one, we discuss how such models could be framed, and we propose a set of nine alternative models, constructed by
crossing systematically 3x3 alternatives in two independent conceptual dimensions.
Most studies suggest that there is a relation between drawing and language [5, 26 - 31] and in particular, in the first
years of life when children pass from non-representational to representational drawing, the role of language – that has
already  developed  a  symbolic  component  –  might  be  fundamental  [29].  It  is  therefore  conceivable  that  language
influences drawing, at least at an early stage, when children are acquiring the capability for representational drawing.
Furthermore,  considering  the  relations  in  young  children  between  drawing  and  cognitive  processing  [40,  42],  and
between language and cognitive processing [54, 55], it is conceivable that both drawing and language are influenced by
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WM and EF.  Thus,  WM and EF might  influence  the  development  of  drawing and language,  representing  a  shared
cognitive underpinning that explains at least in part their common variance.
To formulate these models,  we also need to consider the literature about the structure of WM and EF in young
children. This is a hot and widely debated research field [34, 58]. Some studies proposed a single factor for WM and EF
[59, 60] and others proposed instead a two-factor model [61, 62] in which the two latent factors are correlated. A review
of  the  literature  [34]  indicates  that  research  with  children  from 2  to  4  years  found support  for  a  one-factor  model;
instead, most studies on older children supported a two-factor model. These findings seem to indicate that the structure
of  WM and EF could initially  be unitary,  and differentiate  during the preschool  years  [60].  Other  research,  mostly
carried out with older children, seems to indicate that WM, considered as a general cognitive resource, influences EF
[35, 63, 64]. It is also debated whether inhibition should better be regarded as an executive function among others, or a
general-purpose attentional resource that underlies all executive functions and, in a sense, unifies the field [33, 35, 63,
65].
Thus, considering both the possible relationships between WM and EF in young children and the possible effects of
language and general cognitive resources on drawing, we can outline nine alternative models, each of which represents
a combination of theoretical claims made in the literature and supported at  least  partly  by  some  empirical  evidence. 
Fig. (1) shows the nine alternative models in a 3x3 matrix.
The rows of the matrix represent three different types of relationship between WM and EF:
WM and EF are unitary and indistinguishable in young children (see models a, b, c).1.
WM and EF are two distinguishable but correlated latent factors (see models d, e, f).2.
WM and EF are two distinguishable latent factors and WM influences EF (see models g, h, i).3.
The columns represent three different ways in which language and general cognitive resources influence drawing:
General cognitive resources influence both language and drawing, and language influences drawing (see models1.
a, d, g).
General cognitive resources influence both language and drawing that are two separate representational systems2.
(see models b, e, h).
General cognitive resources influence language that, in turn, influences drawing (see models c, f, i).3.
Fig. (1). Nine alternative models of the relationships among WM, EF, drawing and language in young children.
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There  might  not  be  a  single  model  valid  throughout  early  development,  because  the  relationships  among  the
considered components may change in time. Indeed, the existing evidence – albeit sparse – suggests that some models
are more plausible in very young children and others in older ones. For instance, a unitary WM and EF construct (such
as in the first row) may be valid for younger children, but two factors should rather be distinguished (as in the second
and third row) after about age 4 or 5 [34, 61]. Some evidence indicates a direct influence of language on drawing in
younger children [29], but not necessarily so in older ones; also some neuropsychological evidence seems to suggest a
role of language in the early acquisition of graphic schemes, but not in later and more complex achievements [23]. Also
working memory capacity and executive functions seem to be involved in the early phases of drawing development [41,
42]. Consequently, model (a) would seem the most promising account of younger children’s cognition. In contrast,
models  (e)  and  (h)  could  be  more  promising  at  about  age  5.  However,  we  formulate  these  suggestions  with  great
caution,  because  they  are  only  based  on  rather  fragmentary  evidence;  indeed,  the  main  point  of  this  article  is  that
systematic research is needed to clarify the relationship among different components of children’s architecture of mind.
CONCLUSION
The first years of life are crucial for the development of representational systems, such as drawing and language, as
well as for EF [58] and WM [66], but there are no studies that consider the possible relationships among all of these
components in young children. In this paper, we summarized the different views proposed in the literature regarding
these relationships and made them explicit in the form of nine alternative and testable models that consider the relations
among basic cognitive processes (WM, inhibition, shifting and updating), drawing and language. We think that the
relations between these components may change during the early years of life, considering that language can play an
important  role  in  the  transition  from non-representational  to  representational  drawing,  and  that  WM and  EF  could
represent a shared cognitive underpinning of drawing and language, which could explain at least in part their common
variance.
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